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Abstract 

Among factors that might manipulate translators’ mind while producing a text 

is the notion of ideology transmission through text or talk. Adopting Critical 

Discourse Analysis (CDA) with particular emphasis on the framework of Van 

Dijk (1999), the present investigation is an attempt to shed light on the 

relationship between language and ideology involved in translation in general, 

and more specifically, to uncover the underlying ideological assumptions 

invisible in the texts, both source text (ST) and target text (TT), and 

consequently ascertain whether or not translators’ ideologies are imposed in 

their translations.  

The corpus consists of the full text of two different Persian translations of 

the book Media Control by Noam Chomsky, written in English. In a qualitative 

phase, a detailed contrastive/comparative study at the micro-level in terms of 

fore/back-grounding mechanisms including explanation of lexical items and 

dominant grammatical metaphors (passive vs. active, nominalization vs. de-

nominalization, addition vs. omission, and modalization) was conducted to 

examine, describe and subsequently interpret the patterns in the English source 
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text and its Persian translated versions. In order to make the research data 

interpretations as objective as possible, having computed frequencies of 

ideologically significant instances, and percentages, Chi-square formula was 

applied to find out any difference between proportions of information 

extracted from the target text concerning their fore/back-grounding and their 

positions against the source text as well as to test the research null hypothesis, 

which was consequently rejected.  

The findings reveal that there are significant changes made by the two 

translators, either intentionally or unintentionally, in their selection of lexical 

items and syntactic structures in comparison to those in the source text. The 

findings of the study also show that many distortions or transformations 

between the original and the two translated versions were not only arbitrary, 

but also ideologically encoded in the texts, with specific purposes and functions.  

Keywords: critical discourse analysis, ideology, power, fore/back-grounding, 

discursive practice, micro/macro structure, domestication, foreignization, 

grammatical metaphors, lexicalization 

 

1. Introduction  

A thorough study of the history of translation uncovers that, translation, over 

centuries always, as a meeting point of different cultures and civilizations has 

been dynamically involving with an introduction of various perspectives on the 

path of enlightening and awakening nations around the world. It indicates that 

translation, in fact, cannot be considered as an isolated and solitary mode of 

writing. According to Hatim & Mason (1997), translation is “an act of 

communication” permanently dealing with at least two different languages 

along with a broad network of elements including cultural, historical, political 

and ideological differences. Furthermore, language is the most significant 

feature of human beings, regarded as an integrated part of meaning, on the one 

hand, and closely related to thought, on the other hand. In fact, language is 

commonly used to tell the truth (Cook, 2003), nevertheless, it should not be 
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neglected that sometimes, it is also served to distort realities, in the way to 

socially construct people’s worldview; to convince them to take a particular 

position towards the false facts through manipulating their feelings, ideas, 

beliefs and thoughts. 

Since translation students always read texts in a traditional way, that is, 

trying to comprehend it in an uncritical manner, this inquiry is a step allowing 

translation practitioners or students to identify and hence focus on particular 

linguistic features of texts (here political texts), which usually act as the 

potential sources of misleading for novice translators. Therefore, this article 

applies the framework of Critical Discourse Analysis in a comparative study of 

three corpora including one single politically slanted English book (ST) and its 

two corresponding Persian translations. This study is expected to provide the 

readers with a deep insight as well as a conducive translation pattern to explore 

why a specific word, phrase or structure is chosen rather than the other 

possible; generally speaking, it will show that any linguistic choices that are 

made in a text, can carry out ideological meanings as well. As such, the present 

study will enable the translation students to identify how language is actually 

used in specific communicative situations; in other words, they will understand 

the ways such invoking ideological structures are expressed and function 

through linguistic elements in that particular text. 

 

What Critical Discourse Analysis is about?  

Basically, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is the main branch of discourse 

analysis, which can be used both as a theory and as a method in social scientific 

research. It is considered as one of the privileged interdisciplinary studies in 

which linguistic and cultural-ideological approaches to translation can be fitted. 

Of course, CDA, in order to carry out its primary activity of tracing the dialectic 

relationship between text and process, takes a radically different standpoint 

first and foremost giving much account of sociological variables such as 

ideology, power, hierarchy and gender seen as mainly effective elements for 
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interpretation or production of a text. In other words, in such a context, focus is 

not only put on the text, rather in its relation to different kinds of societal 

impulses and structures. Therefore it can be said that CDA is a highly context 

bound approach by and large taking democratic and ethical stance over social 

issues.  

Fairclough (1991) who has made a great contribution to the establishment 

of CDA as a direction of research, maintains that the text does not convey 

meaning through linguistic features but it is generated and realized by its 

discursive formations reflecting certain ideologies or given ways of controlling 

and manipulating power relations. Taken in broad sense, similarly, van Dijk 

(1988, chap. 1), in his approach, developed a range of CDA and explained that 

“Critical Discourse Analysis is a type of discourse analytical research that 

primarily studies the way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are 

enacted, reproduced and resisted by text and talk in the social and political 

context”. His analytical method, suggests two levels of analysis: a) micro-
structure: analysis of the text in terms of syntax (grammar) and lexis 

(vocabulary) and b) macro-structure: analysis and description of rhetorical 

organization of various texts. By the same token, in this paradigm the function 

of underlying involvement of actors such as their agency or responsibility are 

manifested using grammatical variations in terms of foregrounding and 

backgrounding mechanisms; for example in a news report on a demonstration, 

the choice between different syntactic structures like passive and active voice is 

a decision to foreground or background specific event.   

 

The Position of Power  

One of the major themes of Critical Discourse Analysis is the study of power 

existing in discourse (text or talk) or the power relations. It can be expressed 

that ideology and power are two interdependent and closely relative notions, 

which are very much linked to the language. CDA holds that, those members of 

less powerful groups who are most often influenced by discourse have the more 
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chances to get manipulated easily in the interest of dominant groups.   

Consequently it can be assumed that “more powerful actors have the more 

means and resource to influence the actions and minds of the less powerful” 

(van Dijk, 1988). He, described educational settings as an example, where the 

participants are unequal, the authoritative, trustworthy or credible sources like 

teachers and professors due to their access to the knowledge take the control of 

particular type of discourse like scholarly discourses over their students. In 

more critical situations, lawyers, judges and police officers based on their deep 

knowledge and information integrated in laws, rules, regulations and norms can 

get a direct answer or even confession from a suspect accordingly.  

 

Language as Ideology  

Within the framework of a new, long-term, multidisciplinary project on the 

complex relationship between discourse and ideology, in his most 

comprehensive study, van Dijk (1999) identified a conceptual triangle of 

society, discourse and social cognition, in which ideology constituted by critical 

discourse analysis plays a prominent role in creating the common social 

cognitions accepted by social groups, organizations or institutions. In this sense, 

ideologies have both a cognitive dimension that deal with fundamental mental 

objects such as ideas, thoughts, beliefs, judgments, values, knowledge, 

understanding and perception, and a social facet, which, in a large view, 

involves other social groups such as professionals (journalists, professors), 

action groups (anti-racists, environmentalists, Pro-Life anti-abortionists, etc.). 

According to his ideological notion, to find the ways ideologies are actually 

created, manipulated, imposed, legitimated, confirmed, and even finally made 

known the way they are enacted in a society, a close investigation is required 

through their discursive manifestations in text and talk.  
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CDA and Ideology in Translation  

Based on a number of investigations carried out, the effects of the notions such 

as ideology, power, dominance, hierarchy and gender were all seen as relevant 

to the production of meaning and interpretation in translation processes. From 

modern translation studies’ view point under two major influencing schools of 

post-culturalism and functionalism, any translation is a product resulted not 

from the linguistic surface of the source text (ST), but according to the target 

language norms and conventions, the source language text is retextualized by 

the translator (Karoubi, 2005). Likewise, Hatim and Mason (1997) proposed 

that, translating not only has never been a neutral activity as appeared, but also 

undeniably the political in terms of either activity or product. In Niranjana’s 

(1991) words the translator has to constantly bear in mind the so-called gap 

existing between the source and the target culture with the aim of exploring the 

awareness of asymmetry as well as historicity made repressed or absent in 

several kinds of writings by different techniques (cited in Hatim & Munday, 

2004, p. 210). Alternatively, Lefever in 1992 has made the key notes on ideology 

in terms of translation in which a network of forms, conventions and beliefs are 

to shape the translators’ actions. Eventually, he brought an end to his 

statements on the interaction between poetics and ideology as well as 

translation as the following: “on every level of the translation process, it can be 

shown that, if linguistic considerations enter into conflict with considerations of 

an ideological and/or poetological nature, the latter tends to win out” (Munday, 

2004, p. 130). Venuti (1997), with regard to translation, distinguished two types 

of translating strategy: a) domestication and b) foreignization meaning that 

whether to leave the writer in peace, and to drag the reader towards him or to 

leave the reader alone as much as possible and push the author close to him.  

Venuti also defines “domestication” and “foreignization” as two relative terms 

basically loaded with ideological stances, as when making the text recognizable 

and familiar to the reader in target culture by domesticating method, or when 

through a foreignizing technique, under ideology and pressure of ST, translator 
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disturbs the cultural codes prevailing in TT in the way to take the target reader 

over to the unknown world of the author.  

 

2. Objectives of the Study  

Based on CDA approach as a support theory with a particular emphasis on 

fore/backgrounding mechanisms, the main aim of this study was to investigate 

and examine the extent to which specific socio-cultural and ideological 

constraints influence the translators’ strategies in providing the finished 

product. Ultimately, the present study primarily attempted to uncover the 

underlying ideological assumptions hidden in the texts, both source text (ST) 

and target text (TT), consequently to ascertain whether the translators’ 

ideologies were imposed on their respective translations; that is to say to 

identify where translators according to their own ideological principles adopted 

different strategies from what the author had applied in the text resulting in 

significant changes in the target text production. 

  

Research Questions  

Following the problem mentioned above, the researcher frames her objective 

into three questions: 

1.  Do particular socio-cultural and ideological constraints of the translator   

affect the translation of the political discourse? 

2.  How hidden underlying ideological structures can be represented in 

English and Persian discourses particularly in political texts?  

3.  What are the potential strategies and procedures on using fore/back 

grounding mechanisms when translating from English into Persian?  
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3. Method  
Materials and Procedures 

In pursuing the above-mentioned objectives, an illustrative corpus of the two 

full-text Persian translations of one single politically sensitive book titled Media 
Control written by Noam Chomsky in English was selected. Therefore, the 

materials used in this study were divided into three groups: (1) an English 

source text i.e. Media Control (2002) by Noam Chomsky, (2) one Persian 

translated text i.e. “ اهكنترل رسانه  ” (1383/2004) by Dr. Ziā Xosrowshāhi, and (3) 

the same text translated into Persian i.e. “ (1385/2007) ”حاكميت رسانه هـا by Sa‘id 

Sāri Aṣlāni.  

Within CDA theory, having adopted the framework of van Dijk (1999) as a 

basis for data analysis, the content of all three texts was individually examined 

at micro-level of analysis. It would, therefore, include the revelation of a 

generalized conception of fore/backgrounding mechanisms which dealt with the 

following items:  

 

• Lexicalization: It focuses on the use of biased words, certain concepts or 

ideologically-laden terms  

• Dominant syntactic choices or grammatical metaphors: A powerful 

ideological tool which consists of various strategies as a response to possible 

interlingual translation problems such as: passivization, nominalization, 

modalization, and  addition/omission 

 

In the qualitative phase of the investigation, through a careful sentence-by-

sentence comparative/contrastive reading of the source full- text and its 

translations, a number of evidences of underlying ideological structures 

represented in English ST as well as various instances of fore/back-groundings 

applied as translation solutions and strategies by the two Persian translators 

were discovered in TTs. As a result, to increase the reliability of the conclusions 

and hence, to make the research data interpretations as objective as possible, 
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having computed frequencies, recurring patterns of ideologically significant 

instances, and percentages, Chi-Square formula was used to systematically find 

out what proportions of the information extracted from the two translated texts 

were noticeably foregrounded or backgrounded against the source text. 

 

4. Results  
General Observations on Discursive Structures behind the ST  

Before interpreting the data found in the present study, it is necessary to take a 

brief look at basic statistical facts about patterns of occurrence of discursive 

structures in the ST summarized in a table. Table 1, in general, brings forth a 

handful of meaningful information about the English version of the material 

under study. As shown, Item No. 1 indicates the degree of ideologically 

implicated words in the source text including 800 Items (19.25 %), moreover, 

Item No. 2, remarks that about 167 sentences of the ST amounting to 24.6 % 

have been written in passive voice rather than the active one. However, the 

frequency of the use of nominalization by the writer measures 311 (45.7%), 

while Item No. 4 presents the tendency of the writer to apply the modal 

auxiliary verbs which number 207 (30.4%).  

Table 1 

Basic descriptive statistics about patterns of occurrence of discursive    

structures in the ST 

 

No Discursive structures    Frequency in ST Percentage in ST 

1      Lexicalization 800 19.25 

2    Passivization 167 24.6 

3    Nominalization 311 45.7 

4    Modalization 207 30.4 
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As already indicated, ideological constructions are connected to subconscious 

assumptions the text producers encode either intentionally or unintentionally 

encoded in the text they create.  

 

Instances of back/foregrounding as Ideological Translation Strategies in TT1 

and TT2  

Findings of this study revealed that, the two translators almost always took 

different strategies in translating certain ideologically-laden terms and concepts 

or a series of grammatical structures in comparison with the original text. For 

example, shifting the voice of the writer in some cases from active to passive 

and vice versa, replacing source text nominalizations with Persian verb phrases 

and vice versa, and adding or deleting some information throughout both target 

texts. (Table 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Comparative translational solutions in TT1 and TT2 

 

With the data on frequencies available, at the final stage, Chi-Square (χ²) 

was applied in order to make the research data interpretations as objective as 

possible. This provides a way to find out what proportions of the information 

extracted from the two translated texts were noticeably foregrounded or 

backgrounded against the source text. 

 

Translation  strategy       TT1 TT2  No 

      fr.  per.   fr.   per. 

1 Lexicalization  1372  8.8 1458    12.36 

2 Passivization  162  25.9    209 33.8 

3 Nominalization    344  55.1    484 78.3 

4 Deletion   18  2.8   7 1.1 

5 Addition/expansion   133  21.5   25 4.04 

6 Modalization   163  26.3  137 21.9 
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    Table 3    

Statistical test of nominal data- difference between foregrounding and 

backgrounding in TT1 and TT2 

 

  χ²=Σ (TT1ƒ- TT2ƒ)²/E = 541.9 

For the present study based on the number of different types of translation 

solutions observed, the d.f. was: 6-1=5.  

According to table of Chi-square, the critical value of χ² with 5 d.f. was 11.07 

for the 0.05 level and 15.08 for the 0.01 level. The result (541.9) calculated via 

the formula shown above, allows us to reject any null hypothesis, if chosen. 

Therefore with fairly confidence it can be expressed that there is a relationship 

between socio-cultural and ideological constraints of the translator and the 

potential translation strategies s/he adopts while reproducing the text.  

For more clarification, in the following the most significant instances of 

versions of both ST and TTs are briefly presented, below:  

 

Lexicalization  

The lexical choices made by both translators were classified into three 

categories by their types as following:  

 

• Lexical variations: Ideologically valued words like (war, propaganda, 
freedom, peace, democracy, revolution, totalitarian state, state power) are 

repeated 800 times throughout the source text (see table 1), while their 

Items   TT1ƒ TT2ƒ TT1-TT2 (TT1-TT2)² (TT1-TT2)²/TT2 

Lexicalization  1372 1458 -86 7396   5.07 

Passivization    162   209 -40 1600    7.6 

Modalization   163 137  26 676    4.9 

Nominalization     344    484 -140  19600    40.49  

Deletion     18     7   11 121   17.28 

Addition      133    25  108 11664  466.56 
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frequencies in TT1 (Xosrowshāhi) and TT2 (Aṣlāni) are 1372 and 1458 

times respectively. This degree of recurrence of ideological lexical items in 

TT2 portrays one type of foregrounding system in which the target text 

readers are intentionally provided with a specific point of view, in that a 

more powerful discourse as well as a radical political situation is reinforced 

than what the source text intended. 

 

• Over-lexicalization: In contrast to the first translator Xosrowshāhi 

(TT1), the choices made by the second translator, Aṣlāni (TT2), in referring 

to the same political terms, were rather more complex, negative and even 

ideologically meaningful. This simply has been an effort to create a strong 

and heavy sense of persuasively political or ideological impact on the 

readers’ opinions.  A few examples are presented in table 4.                  

 

Table 4 

Top seven over-lexicalized terms 

 

• Inconsistent use of lexical equivalents: a number of words with heavy 

connotative values have not been translated consistently, though the 

original was noticeably referring to the same concept throughout. 

Chomsky’s reference to “bewildered herd” has been translated variously in 

TT1 as “ گله وحشي  ” (p.14), “رمه وحشي” (p.18), “گله سردرگم” (p.13, 20, 25, 

ST TT1 

 

TT2 

Pacifistic جنگ ستيز آرامش طلب 
Propaganda هياهوي سياسي تبليغات 

Democracy مردم سالاري دموكراسي 
Sanctions مجازات هاي اقتصادي تحريم ها 

Mass murderers حاكميت جلادان آدمكش كشتارهاي جمعي 

Bad strikers اعتصاب كنندگان شرور اعتصاب كنندگان بدكردار 
 Control حاكميت كنترل 
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 On the .(p.17, 25)  ”جامعه گوسفند صفت“ and (p.45)  ”رمه هاي سردرگم“ ,(44 ,31

other hand, in TT2, three different equivalents were offered by the 

translator for the term “propaganda” as “هياهوي سياسي” (p. 5, 6, 8, 15, 40, 

42, 44, 48, 50), “ يتبليغاتهياهوي  ” (p.18), “تبليغات” (p.7, 9, 31).  

After all, non-systematic applications of two opposite strategies 

(domestication vs. foreignization) in rendition of lexical items in Aṣlāni’s 

translation were worthwhile to note.  For reference the reader is presented to 

some examples in Table 5. 

 

Table 5  

Top ten inconsistent uses of lexical equivalents 

               

    Dominant syntactic choices 
Passivization  

The comparison of passive and active voices in the source and the two 

target texts did not provide considerable results from ideological point of 

view. In fact, as tables 1 and 2 show, TT1 comprises of 162 passive structures 

(25.96%), TT2 includes 209 (33.8%), while in ST 24.6% of the whole text 

contains passive constructions. The idea is that, both the author and 

ST TT1 TT2 

Democracy مردم سالاري دموكراسي 
Dictatorial goon آدمكش مستبد ديكتاتور بزرگ 

Control   اعمال نظارت كنترل 
Ideological assumptions پيش فرضهاي عقيدتي  ايدئولوژيكي فرضيه هاي 
Mohawk valley formula دي دره مهاكصورتبن فرمول موهاك ولي  

San Francisco Examiner آزمونگر سانفرانسيسكو سانفرانسيسكو اگزامينر 
Oligarchy اوليگارشي حكومت كوچك 

Wartime Hysteria هيستري دوران جنگ خواهان جنگ بيمارگونه 

Diplomacy ديپلماسي ديپلماسي 

Sadism ساديسم مردم آزاري 
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translators have followed the same trend to explicitly de-mystifying the 

causality and responsibility of the U.S. atrocities. 

 (1) 

Passive              Active: 

1.  They got signed affidavits from 430 of them in which they described 

under oath, the torture… (p. 36 ) 

    : TT1       49.ص... ( رسدامضا مي استشهادنامه به 432تحت سوگند(  

: TT2 در آن زندان اسير بودند كه همگي قسم خوردند كه چهارصد و سي و دو نفر 
  )38.ص (.كردندشكنجه شده اند و اقرارنامه را امضا 

In English and Persian linguistic structures, the choices about the 

representation of actions, actors and events have to do with the distinction 

between active and passive voices. Example (1) shows the possible ways in 

which a Negative action can be syntactically expressed in different ways. In TT2 

the responsible agent of the action “signing the affidavits” has been made 

explicit while in TT1 it has been left unclear and unknown as it was in ST.     

 

Nominalization 

Table 2 indicates that in TT1, 344 (55.1%) nominalized constructions are 

utilized whereas in TT2 484 items (78.3%) have been changed under 

nominalization.   

(2) 

Nominalization                 verb 

There is an unstated premise here. (p.10) 

 TT1: 15.ص  (.ذكر نشده است در اينجا يك موضوع ثابت شده از قبل وجود دارد كه( 

: TT212.ص. ( پيش فرضي ناگفته در اينجا وجود دارد( 

Syntactically, verbs tend to convey concrete notions, actions or processes 

rather than less effective abstract concepts. Although there is only a tendency, 

but it is quite enough to change readers’ first interpretation out of the same 

issue. Example (2) is one type of nominalization, which is altered into a verbal 
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version of the action in TT1 to change readers’ vision towards a more narrowed 

and specific event. On the other hand, in TT2, the ST sentence was translated 

in such a way that, nobody can ever make any guess about the actual 

involvement of an actor.  

 

Modalization  

By comparing tables 1 and 2, it was revealed that the number of modal verbs 

applied in TT1 (163 items) and TT2 (137 items), is less frequently used in the 

ST (207 items). Whatever the reasons that might lie behind representing modal 

verbs in the target texts, they were used less in the ST, they can pose different 

effects on the Persian readers with different cultural and ideological 

backgrounds. 

(3) 

       There used to be one that was always readily available: the Russians. You 

could always defend yourself against the Russians. (p.32) 

: TT1     اين دشمنان ديو صفت پيوسته در آستين حاكمان جامعه كمين كـرده بودنـد و هـر
 مجبـور بوديـد   شـما   .  روسـها  زمان كه آنان دلشان مي خواست، آنها را بيرون مي آوردند؛ مثلاً           

 )44.ص. (هميشه بر عليه روسها به مقاومت بپردازيد

: TT2روس ها:  سابق بر اين يك هيولايي داشتيم كه پيوسته مورد استفاده قرار مي گرفت .
  ) 34.ص.( در برابر روسها از خود دفاع كنيدمي توانيدهميشه 

Here is another difference in syntactic transformation between the ST and 

TT1 & TT2. The past form of modal auxiliaries (may-might, can-could, will-
would, shall-should) apart from their fairly negative force i.e. not now, indicate 

a further message as well; in this sense their effects become more tentative and 

uncertain in meaning (Hodge & Kress, 1993, chap. 7). Example (3) shows that, 

in TT1, not only could has not been translated with the same force as the 

original, but also it has been rendered in a way to establish an obligatory, 

commanding and even decisive function. On the other hand, the past tense of 

could has been translated with the present tense in TT2 (as underlined).   
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Addition vs. Deletion 

In the analyzed data, It was found that the first translator (TT1), Xosrowshāhi, 

not only has added much further irrelevant information to his translation 

amounting to 133 items, but also at times he has simply deleted (about 18) 

items from words, phrases, sentences. Similarly, Aṣlāni (TT2) presented his 

own illustrative comments and interpretations of some specific concepts of the 

ST by adding about 25 footnotes (in average more than 5-6 lines) in his version 

while only 7 items were found missing.  

(4)   

That again is a hall mark of totalitarian culture. It ought to frighten us, that 

we are so deeply totalitarian that we can be driven to war without any reason 

being given for it and without anybody noticing Lebanon’s request or caring. 

It’s a very striking fact. (p.45) 

 TT1 :   حتمـا . اسـت خودكامگي آمريكا و يارانش      فرهنگ ديكتاتوري و     نماد نمايش اين اوج" 
 در درون سياست خود كامگي فرو برويم و جهان را به سمت و سوي      "بايد ما را بترسانند كه عميقا     

جنگ بكشانيم، بدون اينكه كوچكترين دليلي در اين خصوص ارائه شود و بدون اينكه كـسي بـه                  
 واقعيـت   چهـره مـسخ كننـده      اين است    متأسفانه.  كشور لبنان توجهي كرده باشد     خواسته هاي 
  )57.ص. (سياست غرب

 TT2 :           از اينكه، در چنان    . دوباره تكرار مي كنم، اين نمودي از يك فرهنگ استبداد زده است
عمقي استبداد زده ايم، كه مي توانند بدون ارائه هيچ دليلي ما را به ميـدان جنـگ بفرسـتند، و                     
اينكه هيچ كس به تقاضاها و بيم و هراس كشوري چون لبنان اهميتي ندهد، بايد هـم وحـشتزده                   

  )47.ص. (اين واقعيتي تكاندهنده است. شويم
The first translator, Xosrowshāhi, noticeably appears to be trying to 

intentionally explicate some persuasive and motivating concepts about the 

United States. For instance, against the term “totalitarian culture” in the ST 

which is translated into “ــاتوري ــگ ديكت  he has also added another ,” فرهن

equivalent for that word to TT1 i.e. “ خودكامگي آمريكـا و يـارانش    ”. What is more, 

the translator has put more emphasis on his opinion about negative 

representation of the out-group (the United States and Europe) by adding 
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several negative terms into TT1 like  “ سفانهأمت “ .etc ”مسخ كننده“ ,” غـرب  سياست ” 

(in comparison with TT2).  

 

5. Discussion 

As discussed earlier, politically implicated texts are of specific genres that pose 

different challenges to the translator as they have not been much touched upon. 

Overall, the critical analysis of Media Control along with its parallel Persian 

translations, on the one hand, reveals that what kind of discursive structures, 

translation strategies and moves are implicitly deployed at linguistic level of the 

text in positive presentation of the in-group and the negative presentation of 

the out-group, on the other hand discloses how readers' mind can be 

manipulated to form, confirm or reject an ideology. Although both Persian 

versions have been translated from an identical English text, apart from other 

syntactic and lexical variations between TT1 & TT2, noticeable differences are 

found mainly with respect to Additions and Deletions. As a matter of fact, the 

researcher found that some translation solutions have been consistently 

preferred, highlighted, focused upon, and made explicit and prominent by the 

first translator Xosrowshāhi. The most predominant strategy employed in the 

TT1& TT2 in relation to other ones was Nominalization. On the whole, at this 

level of analysis (micro-structure), it was observed that, Xosrowshāhi has 

provided much more evidence of conscious or unconscious manipulation in the 

production of his translation (TT1) than Aṣlāni in TT2. On the contrary, it 

seems that Aṣlāni has had tendency to somewhat confirm the ideology of the 

author and attempted to almost create the same reflection of Chomsky’s under 

certain control of ideology as the original. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This comparative analysis located within Translation studies from a CDA 

viewpoint can provide a broader analytical angle for translation students 
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helping them to recognize texts in connection with all kinds of textual and extra 

textual constrains such as ideology, power relations, and cultural and historical 

backgrounds. Indeed, this enquiry was an attempt to emphasize that the 

underlying ideological filter, most often as an invisible hand, makes every text 

unbiased or innocent let alone texts having politicized language. Therefore, 

translators, as any other language users who actively participate in the process 

of creating meaning, need to be very aware of and conscious about every 

discursive strategy or choice, ranging from deletion and addition to syntactic 

and lexical variations, they might adopt during the process of producing the 

target text on the basis of the source text.  

 In view of this, the findings of the present paper and/or other CDA based 

research aim to contribute to a better understanding of politically slanted texts 

whose contents are more or less transparent, and accordingly to give translators 

a deeper insight towards subtle persuasive strategies which place readers in 

specific ideological positions.     
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  منابع فارسي
 انتشارات ،)ويرايش سوم (2و1 دستور زبان فارسي  .)1385( نوري، حسناحمدي گيوي، حسن و ا

 .تهران ،فاطمي

  .، تهران، انتشارات سخنفرهنگ سخن روز  .)1383(انوري، حسن 
، تكوين تحليل گفتمان در زبان شناسي: تحليل گفتمان انتقادي .)1385( فردوس آقاگل زاده،

 .، تهرانانتشارات علمي و فرهنگي
 . تهران گام نو،،فرادستي و فرودستي در زبان  .)1381( جبروتي، مريمپاك نهاد 

 . ، تهرانانتشارات فرهنگ گفتمان ،گفتمان و تحليل گفتماني  .)1379( تاجيك، محمدرضا
، چاپ دوم ،1385  ضيا خسرو شاهي، نشر درسا مترجم،كنترل رسانه ها .)1928( نوام چامسكي،

   .تهران
 انتشارات فرهنگ  سعيد ساري اصلاني،مترجم، كميت بر رسانه هاحا .)1928( نوام چامسكي،
  .تهران ،چاپ اول ،1385 گفتمان

انتشارات هرمس   كوروش صفوي،مترجم، زبان و انديشه .)1997( چامسكي، نوام و موير، بل
  .تهران ،1384

 


